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Summary findings
Defining famine as widespread, usually life-threatening,
hunger or starvation, Ravallion observes that famine has
occurred in most parts of the world in the twentieth
century, killing many people. But famines are surely
more avoidable now than ever before.
Famines defy simple explanations and geographic
boundaries, says Ravallion. They have happened under
both socialist and capitalist economic systems, and with
and without wars or unusual political or social instability.
And economic analysis can help explain famines that in
the past have been explained in terms of often doubtful
single causes, such as a decline in aggregate food
production.
Under certain conditions, the threat of mass starvation
can emerge from seeminglysmall shocks to an economy,
or from a steady - even slow - decline in average
living standards. And similar, even large, shocks in
similar settings can have very different consequences.
Market and nonmarket (including government)

institutions that work adequately, though not perfectly,
in normal times can fail under unusual stresses. Poor
people can then be highly vulnerable.
Famine can be viewed as a tragic magnification of
normal market and governmental failures, says Ravallion.
And the factors that can transform a shock into mass
starvation seem to be intrinsic features of normal
economies rather than peculiar features of highly
distorted or badly managed economies. Normally they
are hidden from view, but they can surfacein a number
of ways.
Certain elements increase a region's vulnerability to
famine:
* Poverty.
* Weak social and physical infrastructure.
* A weak and unprepared government.
* A relatively closed political regime.
Arguably the same factors constrain longer-term
economic development, concludes Ravallion.
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Introduction
Some doubtful starting points for the analysis of famine can easily get embedded in its

definition. Commonusage allows two distinct definitions. One is that famine entails an extreme and
general scarcity of food while the other defines it as widespread, unusually life-threatening, hunger.
This paper follows the latter definition; I will say that a geographic area experiences famine when
unusuallyhigh mortality risk is associatedwith an unusually severe threat to the food consumption of
at least some people in the area. This definition does not require that there be a contraction in the
aggregate availability of food-or even in its aggregate consumption-for famine to have occurred.
But life-threateningstarvationis present (even though checks and balances may eventually come into
play to forestall mass starvation). Nor does this definitionrequire that the set of people who face death
is the same as the set of people who experience the threat to their food consumption; some may die
due to diseases that spread during famines.
By this definition, or something like it, the twentieth century has seen famines in most parts
of the world. In Asia, famine occurred in Bengal (then part of British India) in 1943-44, and again
in 1974-75(in what is now Bangladesh). China had a famine in 1959-61. In Africa, there have been
famines in Ethiopia, Sudan, Mozambique, Nigeria, Niger, Angola, Zaire, Uganda, Somalia and
Liberia, and a number of these happenedsince 1980. The former Soviet Union had three famines this
century. In Western Europe, Holland suffered a famine in 1944-45. A great many people died in
these famines, though we will probably never know with much accuracy how many.I And the lost
lives went hand in hand with lastingmiseries of material and other deprivationsfor those lucky enough
to survive. Yet surely (it has been said before) famines have been more avoidable this century than
ever before.

I For example,estimatesfor the Chinafaminerangefrom 15 to 30 millionpeople (this famine was
clearlythe worstthis century). (Theupper estimateis that of Ashtonet al., 1984;the lower one is basedon
officialmortalityrates;see Riskin,1990). Thevarianceof estimatesis as greatfor the SovietUnion'sfamines;
it is estimatedthatbetween5 and9 millionpeoplediedduringthe 1921-22famine,and 5-11milliondiedin the
1932-33famine, and 2-5 millionin the 1946-47famine(Dando,1981). (Dalrymple,1964,quotes an even
widerrangeof mortalityestimatesfor the 1932-33famine,namelyfrom 1-10million.) TheEthiopianfamine
of 1984-85was clearlythe world'sworstsincethe 1970s,with about8 millionpeopledeemedto havebeen
affecteddirectlyof whom1 millionare estimatedto havedied(Kloosand Lindtj6rn,1993). Butnobodyseems
to havemuchconfidencein mortalityestimatesfor this famineeither. On the difficultiesin estimatingfamine
mortalitysee Caldwelland Caldwell(1992).
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Famines continue to raise deep questions about the performance of economic and political
institutions. Did those institutions help protect people from starvation, or did they make matters
worse? Economists have sometimes tried to answer such questions and to influence public policies
towards famines. For example, the writings of Adam Smith, Thomas Malthus, and John Stuart Mill
were used to support a laissez-faire policy with respect to food markets during the many famines in
the British Empire during the nineteenthcentury.2
From about 1980, a new literature on famines emerged, also premised on a view that the tools
of economicanalysiscan throw light on why famineskeep happening, and what can be done to prevent
or relieve them. The new literature has revisited many of the classic nineteenthcentury debates about
famines, such as the extent and nature of appropriate governmental interventions in markets.
Substantial progress has been made in developing a richer conceptual framework for understanding
famines. Progress has also been made in advancing empirical knowledge. Some of the arguments
advancedin past debates have been rigorously formulated and tested for the first time, though many
remain untested, either because of lack of data or lack of effort. The empirical study of famines has
posed a number of challenges. Traditional types of data and other forms of "fair-weather research"
(as Caldwell et al., 1986, p.696, nicely put it) may be quite uninformative about these events. For
example, sample surveysduring famines are rare, and aggregate data can be quite unreliable at these
times. Studiesof famines have relied on a wider range of types of data than normally found in applied
economics; for example, accounts from direct observers, such as found in local newspaper reports,
have been an important source of data, when used carefully.
This article offers an overview of this new literature on famines, and what issues endure. In
addition to looking at what economic analysis can teach us about famines, the article tries to say
somethingabout what economistscan learn from famines, including from the large body of work on
this topic by non-economists. It is argued that the new literature suggests that famines can help
economistsand policy makersunderstandthe tragic extremes to which otherwiseadequatepolitical and
economic institutionscan be drivenwhen exposed to certain shocks. To understand famines one must
understand how normal institutions work under stresses they do not normally confront.

2
See, for example,Woodham-Smith
(1962)on the faminein Irelandin 1846-7,and Ambirajan(1978),
Rashid(1980)and Dreze(1990a)on the numerousfaminesin BritishIndiaduringthe nineteenthcentury.
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The article first examines famines from a micro perspective, emphasizing the multiple
determinantsof starvation and the likely nonlinearities. This is the topic of section II. The article then
looks at how the various markets and institutions which coordinate individual choices performed
during famines. Section III takes up these issues. It argues that famines arise from severe aperiodic
market and institutional failures in economies under stress. Arrangements collapse which had
previouslyworked adequately. Understandingwhy that can happen helps us understand famines, and
to understandthe functioningof those institutions.Governmentsare amongstthe institutionsthat often
fail during famines, though recent literature also reports some real successes in intervention. Section
IV tries to draw out some lessons for policy. Conclusions can be found in section V.

II

Microfoundations
Attempts to understand the causes of famines, and what to do about them, have traditionally

focused on a rather small set of economy-wideparameters,notably aggregatefood availabilityand the
rate of population growth.3 The main distinguishingfeature of the new economicliterature on famines
is its emphasis on understanding the circumstances of individuals in famine-vulnerablesettings, and
how those circumstances interact with economy-widevariables.

I

The entitlements approach and its critics
Famine is often blamed on some aggregate exogenous shock. This simple causal model can

be questioned from a number of points of view. A shock of some sort can always be identified; a
famine does not seem to have ever happenedby "spontaneouscombustion". The most common shocks
are spells of unusually bad weather and wars. It is not always obvious that the "shock" should be
consideredexogenousto the populationin which the famine occurs; for example, a war is the outcome
of certain peoples' choices for which famine can be a predictable or even deliberate outcome. But
even similar exogenous shockscan produce quite dissimilaroutcomes, dependingon initial inequalities
in physical and human assets, the way the economy works given those inequalities, and the policies
pursued in response to the shock. Some people suffer badly, while others may even gain. Yes, a
Thisarticlewillnot addressthedemographyof famines,exceptto note thatthe Malthusianview that
faminesact as a checkon populationgrowthhas beendiscredited(Watkinsand Menken,1985;Caldwelland
Caldwell,1992;Fogel, 1992). For an overviewof thedebateson demographiccausesand consequencesof
faminesee Osmani(1996).
3
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shock of some sort can invariablybe identifiedat the start of the chain of events leading to a specific
famine, but to properlyunderstand-and prevent-the famine one must understandthat chain of events.
A better approach is to work from the perspective of those who suffer. That is the enduring
lesson from the first and most influential contribution in the new literature on famines, namely
Amartya Sen's (1981) book, Poverty and Famines. This book was very much an economic analysis
of famines, though it succeeded in attracting the interest of both economists and non-economists.
Many economistswere introducedto an importantbut somewhatneglectedset of economic issues, and
it offered many non-economistsan insightful new perspective on those issues.
The central concept in Sen's approach is an individual's "entitlementset", defined as all the
commoditybundles that can be obtained from all the resources at the individual's command in a given
society, subject to the laws of that society. Starvation is then seen to arise from an "entitlement
failure", meaning that an individual's entitlement set no longer includes enough food to stay alive.
The failure can take any one of a number of forms, reflectingthe fact that ". .people establishcommand
over food in many different ways" (Sen, 1990, p.34). The entitlement failure could be due to a loss
of endowments, or to a change in one or more of the various ways-through production, trade or
transfers-in which endowmentsare transformed into entitlements. If a sufficiently large number of
individuals experience an entitlement failure then a famine occurs.
One possible starting point for a chain of events leading to entitlementfailure is a crop failure,
such as due to a drought or flood. It is certainly true that some famines have been associated with a
sharp drop in domestic food output.4 However, Sen (1981) rejected this as a universal explanation.
A number of empirical studies have confirmedhis conclusion that famines have quite often happened
without a decline in current aggregate food availability.5 In some cases (including some severe
famines) there was a food-availabilitydecline (FAD) but it was relatively modest-more like a 10%

See, for example,Sen (1981)on the faminein the Sahelin 1972-74,McAlpin(1983)on the famines
in WesternIndiain the latenineteenthcentury,Nolan(1993)on the Sovietfaminesin 1931-33,and the Chinese
famineof 1959-61,and Lin and Yang(1995)on the latterfamine.
4

5
Amongstothers, see Fogel(1992)on faminesin Europebetween1500and 1800,Ghose(1982)on the
faminesin nineteenthcenturyIndia,Greenough(1992)on the GreatBengalFamine,Alamgir(1980)on the
Bangladeshfamineof 1974-75;and Lockeand Ahmadi-Esfahani
(1993)on the faminein Sudanin the mid1980s.
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drop in current food output than anything one could reasonably call a "crop failure".6 In still other
cases there was a small FAD, but after the rise in mortality.'
The link from aggregate food availability to starvation involves numerous economic and
political factors. FAD need not cause mass entitlement failure; indeed some severe crop failures in
poor countries have not resulted in famines.8 And there are other possible starting points, including
wars which disrupt the productionand/or flow of food and other commodities within an economy, or
a speculativecrisis in food markets triggered by rumors of impendingshortages. The ability of Sen's
approach to encompassvarious "single cause" explanationsfor farnineswithin a single frameworkhas
been an important part of its appeal (Reutlinger, 1984; Osmani, 1995).
An often vociferousdebate was instigatedby Sen's writings on famines.9 Some critics argued
that Sen attaches too much importance to food, and too little on other factors such as disease. For
example, drawing on field work in Dafur, Sudan, de Waal (1989) argues that it was not starvation but
an unsafe health environmentwhile migratingthat caused death. Others argued that Sen undervalues
the importanceof aggregatefood availability,and that in doing so he risks misinforming famine policy
and thus worsening the situation (see, for example, Bowbrick, 1986, and Devereux, 1988).'° And
some critics have questioned whether Qnlypeople facing current entitlement failure will go hungry,
pointing to evidencethat poor people with ample entitlementsmay prefer to go hungry at certain times

6
Examplesincludethe Great BengalFamineof 1943in which food outputwas only 5% below its
averageof the precedingfiveyears (Sen, 1981,p.58), and faminesin Ethiopiaand Sudanduring 1983-84in
whichfood outputwas 11% and 13%(respectively)belowits levelin 1979-81(Dreze, 1990b).

7
For example,the harvestafter the worstmonthsof the 1974-75Bangladeshfaminewas aboutfive
percentlower thanthe pre-famineharvest,whichwas aboveaverage(basedon Boyce,1987).

a For example,Dreze(1990b)pointsout that, at the sametime as the severefaminesin Ethiopiaand
Sudanin 1983-84,far largerfoodoutputdeclines(arounda 40% lossof output)had occurredin CapeVerde
and Zimbabweyet therewas no faminein thosecountries-indeed,mortalitydeclined. Alsosee Sen's (1981,
Chapter8) discussionof the diverseoutcomesin the Sahelin 1972-74,despitecommonshocks.
9
An excellentoverviewof this debatecan be foundin Osmani(1994). Alsosee Desai's (1988)and
Devereux's(1993b,Chapter6) discussionsof the variouscritiquesof the entitlementsapproach.
'°
Problemsof measuringfood availability,and conflictingestimates,have fueledsome critics, though
at leastone appearsto be drivenby faithalone;Cutler(1993,pp.72-3)assertsthat "Foodavailabilitydecline
is alwaysan elementof famine...,evenif [it]is not measurableat nationalor regionallevel".
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rather than sell their assets." While agreeing with the basic message, other critics have said there is
nothing new in the "entitlements"approach, claiming instead that it is a long-standingexplanation of
famines dressed in new garb (Srinivasan, 1983; Rangasami, 1985; Clay, 1991).
In retrospect, I do not think one could reasonablysay that all of this debate has been insightful
or interesting.

Some has been based on misunderstandings of Sen's approach.

A common

misunderstanding is the claim that Sen proposes entitlement failure as a non-nested altemative
explanation to FAD; for example, Devereux (1988, 1993b) interprets FAD as a "supply side"
explanationof famine, while Sen's is a "demandside" explanation. Such an interpretation is not well
founded in Sen (1981) where he makes clear that the entitlements approach should be seen as an
encompassing framework, within which food availability is only one parameter.
Some critics have seen the entitlements approach as too "static", pointing to anthropological
and other (anecdotalbut credible)evidence that avoiding current hunger may not be the main motive
for coping efforts (Jodha, 1975; Corbett, 1988; de Waal, 1989). The entitlements approach can,
however, be readily be extended to accommodateintertemporalchoice by recognizingthat people may
choose a degree of hunger now in order to avoid starving in the future.'2 In an inter-temporal
consumption model with borrowing constraints and random income fluctuations, a "stock-out" will
eventuallyoccur such that all remainingassets are consumed,at which point the household will clearly
be highly vulnerableto a bad incomedraw (Deaton, 1989; Alderman, 1995). The threat of a stock-out
can explain the observationthat some famine-vulnerablehouseholdsinitially forgo consumption rather
than deplete assets. That is not inconsistentwith the entitlementsapproach.
Some of the criticismsof the entitlementsapproachhave also been tangentialat best to the main
point. For example, the fact that there were antecedentsof the entitlements approach, particularly in
the literature on famines in nineteenthcentury India, does not appear to be at issue (Sen, 1990; Dreze,
1990a). The nineteenth century literature on famines in India was still, however, firmly anchored to
the view that crop failure due to drought or flooding was the ultimate cause of famines, though

" While suchbehaviorhas oftenbeen noted(see Jodha, 1975,and Corbett,1988,amongstothers),its
interpretationas somethingdeemedto be inconsistentwith the entitlementsapproachappearsto be due to de
Waal(1989). Also see Devereux(1993a).
12
This pointwasanticipatedby Sen (1981,p.50)and answersde Waal's(1989)and Devereux's(1993a)
criticismsof Sen's approach.
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recognizingthat various factors intervenedin determiningthe household-levelimpact, includingaccess
to other employment opportunities. The same narrowness in the conceptualizationof famines is
evident in some recent writings. The term "entitlement"has also generatedsome confusion. The tern
carries a normativeconnotation,although the intendedmeaning in this context is entirely positive; Sen
(1981, p.2) was careful to point this out, and specificallyto distinguishhis usage of the word from the
normative meaning found in, for example, Nozick's (1974) "entitlement" theory of justice.
Some of the issuesthat have been raised in the debates over the entitlementsapproach are more
substantive. One of these is the fact that what constitutes an "entitlement" is conditional on a specific
legal system, as this defines property rights and (hence) personal endowments. If famines entail the
collapse of law and order, it will be meaningless to search for an explanation in terms of legal
entitlements. This problem too was recognized by Sen (1981, p.49), as well as some reviewers
(including Appadurai, 1984). The extent to which it undermines the economic analysis of famines is
an empirical question. Here one should be careful to distinguish a collapse of quasi-cooperative,
"informal", arrangements for risk-sharing and assistance for the poor from a collapse of the legal
apparatus which definesand enforcesproperty rights. Endowmentsremain well defined in the former
case, but not the latter; and while there is evidence (reviewed later) that the former often collapses
during famines, it does not appear to be the case that the latter commonly does."3 Starvation and its
avoidance are for the most part legal.
Another substantiveissue is the role health plays. Sen's (1981, Appendix A) characterization
of entitlement failure as a cause of starvation assumes the existence of a consumption 'floor', above
which one lives, but below which one dies.14 Similarly,the modelsof competitiveequilibrium which
have included sufficientconditionsfor human survival in equilibrium, have assumed that there exists
a well-definedlower bound on individualconsumptionwhich is necessaryand sufficient for individual
survival (Coles and Hammond, 1994; McGregor, 1996). Failure to reach some well-defined food
consumptionlevel is clearly a rather simple view of what determinesmortality during a famine. Food
is not the only thing that matters. For example, it has often been observed that an importantproximate
cause of death in famines is exposure to diseaseassociatedwith a poor health environment, especially

13

Thoughthereare clearexceptions,such as the faminein Somaliain the early 1990s.

Forconvenience,I shalltreatthisconsumption
flooras a well-defined
quantityof a homogeneousgood.
More generallyit will be a vector. See Sen (1981,AppendixA) for a generalstatement.
14
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amongst those who migrate during famines (Sen, 1981, Appendix D; Jansson et al., 1987; de Waal,
1989; Dyson, 1991; Seaman, 1993; Young and Jaspers, 1995). There is clearly latent inter-personal
variability and, hence, uncertainty about survival prospects.
Some critics of the entitlementsapproach have downplayedcommand over food as a factor in
explaining famine mortality, arguing that the health environment is far more important (see, for
example, de Waal, 1989). These are not, however, independentcauses. The health environment is
determined in part by the same variables determining consumptions; for example, the exposure to
disease of migrating people during a famine is not exogenous, but (it can be argued) an outcome of
the same entitlement failures which led to migration in search of food. And while starvation is not
often identified as the proximate cause of death during famines, it does appear to have a strong
potentiating effect on the incidence and severity of infectious diseases (Scrimshaw, 1990; Taylor,
1985; Pelletier et al., 1995).'5 It has also become clear that in understanding the synergies amongst
undernutritionand susceptibilityto infectionone should considermore that the biological relationship
(as might be identified in a controlled experiment in which one measures the infection rate for some
disease as food is progressively withdrawn from a single person). Behavior can generate a strong
synergy even if biology does not. One clearly wants a theory which allows for other factors
influencing famine mortality, both directly and via their impact on the effect of changes in
consumption. However, that need not mean that command over food is any less important than one
would have otherwise thought.
What issues endure, more than 15 years after the publicationof Povertv and Famines? We can
surely agree that FAD has limited power to explain famines, which have happened with and without
FAD. We can agree that the proximatecauses of famine have much more to do with entitlements and
(hence) economics. But that still leaves many questions begging. Is starvation only a matter of
entitlementfailure? What determinesvulnerabilityto famines? Can similar shocksyield very different
outcomes?What causes the entitlementfailure? Why is it covariateover so many people? Do markets
and (governmentaland non-governmental)institutionshelp or hinder the way aggregate shocks impact

15
Thesamecommentappliesto someothercausesof deathduringa famine. For example,suicidemay
be the immediatecauseof death,but the hungerof that personor someonecloseto her is not far behindthe
scene; drawingon fieldwork in Bangladeshduringthe 1979drought,BRAC(1979, p.1 1) writes that: "One
womanin Rowmaribecamesimplyunableto standthecriesof her hungrychildrenand, leavingthemuncared,
hangedherself'.
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on entitlements? This article will review what the new literature on famines (within and outside
economics) has had to say about these questions. The rest of this section will look at theory and
evidence on the link between entitlementsand mortality; later sections will take up issues concerning
the causes of mass entitlement failure, and the implications for policy.

2

Micro-level determinants of mortality
Borrowing from another Sen concept, starvation is fundamentally a capabifity-failur, rather

than a lack of command over commoditiesper se."6 The ability to avoid starvation depends in part on
current consumptions, but also on the health-relevant aspects of the individual's environment, and
various idiosyncraticattributesof the individualwhich may depend on past health and consumptions.
Buildingon work in related fields, includinghealth economics and nutrition science, recent literature
on famines has begun to investigate these links both theoretically and empirically, though a number
of issues remain poorly resolved.
There have been a few recent theoretical studies of aspects of economicbehavior in settings
in which survival prospects are endogenous(Gersovitz, 1983; Ravallion, 1987; Glomm and Palumbo,
1993; Carraro, 1996). Following standard practice in much microeconomic analysis of the
determinants of health, one can postulate a "health production function" relating individual health
attainments to individualconsumptions,personal attributes (interpretableas "personal constitution"),
and characteristics of the individual's immediate health environment.17 Assume also that there is a
minimum level of health needed to survive. The probability that a person will survival in any period
is then the probability that his or her personal constitutionassures that health is above this floor, given
consumptions and the health environment. The mapping from the consumption space to survival
probabilities can be termed the "survival function". This is not a purely biological function, since it
dependson behavior (includingthe impactof individualconsumptionchoiceson health), and the socioeconomic environment (as it determinesthe health enviromnent facing the individual).

16

Onthemeaningof "capabilities"
and theirrelationshipto otherconceptualizations
of well-beingsee Sen

(1985).
''

For an expositionof this approachsee Behrmanand Deolalikar(1988). For an example,see Pittet al.,

(1990).
10

If the health production function is quasi-concave in consumption and personal constitution,
and the probability density function of personal constitution is unimodal, then it can be shown that
beyond a critical value needed to assure at least a non-negligible chance of living, extra consumption
will have a decreasing marginal impact on the probability of survival i.e, the survival chance will be
concave from above in consumption(Ravallion, 1987, Chapter 2). There will still be a "live or die"
point in consumption space, if only because a certain amount of food energy is essential to maintain
bodily functionsat rest. However, in discussingfamine causation and relief policy the more relevant
sub-set of the consumptionspace is where the marginaleffect of a change in consumption on survival
chance will tend to increase as consumption falls. This has a number of implications for both
understanding famines, and for policies to avoid or relieve famines. Before examining those
implications, let us first look at the empirical evidence on the determinants of famine mortality.
There can be little hope of rigorously testing the relationships econometrically on suitable
micro data collected under famine conditions. However, two sources of data still offer hope of
throwing new light on these issues. The first is microdata for famine-vulnerableor similar settings
under normal conditions. There is inequality even in poor economies; so there is scope for using
cross-sectional variances and covariances at normal times to infer things about the determinants of
mortality at abnormal times. There remains, however, the real concern that the underlying
relationshipsmay well be so sharply nonlinear that observationsfrom normal times may be deceptive.
I will return to this point.
Supportive evidence from micro data of a nonlinear relationship between mortality and
consumptionsthat can be found in studies by nutritionistsand others indicatingthat mortalityrisk rises
sharply at low nutritional status as measured by anthropometric indicators (Chen et al., 1980;
Heywood, 1982; Seaman and Rivers, 1988; Dasgupta, 1993, Chapter 14; Pelletier et al., 1995; Young
and Jaspers, 1995).
There have also been a number of microeconometric investigationsof the determinants of
nutritional status, though invariably based on data produced under non-famine conditions. An
important strand of this micro-literature in development economics has aimed to quantify the effects
of income changes on nutritional status. There has been a debate on the magnitude of the income
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effect on nutrition in poor countries.'8 In normal times, the average income elasticity of food energy
intake may well be quite low even in poor rural settings; a number of studies have found elasticities
around 0.05-0.1 (see the survey by Bouis and Haddad, 1993). However, this could easily rise to 0.20.4 amongstpoor people in such settings. If one also factors in the nonlinearity between nutritional
status and food-energyintake, one can find quite strong income effects on nutritional status amongst
the very poor; elsewhere I have argued that the income elasticity of the incidence of severe
undernutrition in a poor economy is around unity, even though individual food-energy intake at the
mean has a low income elasticity (Ravallion, 1990a).
The reverse causation has also received attention.

Here too a nonlinearity is plausible;

conservation of energy in a steady state makes it impossible to support productive work unless
consumptionis sufficientto cover the body's food-energyneeds at rest (Dasgupta, 1993, Chapter 14),
but at higher levels of consumption further gains are unlikely to help raise productivity; this is the
nutrition-productivityrelationshipbuilt into the well-known "efficiency wage hypothesis".9 There is
now supportive evidence from a number of micro studies that nutritional status can also affect
consumption via its impacts on productivity (see the survey by Strauss and Thomas, 1995). Again
these studies have been at normal times. But if anything one would expect the effects to be even
stronger during famines. Later I will discuss possible implications for understanding famines.
Another lesson from micro data collected during non-famine times is that the welfare impacts
of price and exogenous income changes can be highly diverse, even amongst poor people. Clearly
20 though some people will obviously be better
behavioris geared in part to protectingliving standards,

able to do so than others. Householdswith chronically poor endowments,or whose endowmentshave
been run down by a series of shocks, will be particularly vulnerable. Net trading position in food

is See Behrmanand Deolalikar(1987),Ravallion(1990a),Straussand Thomas(1995),Subramanianand
Deaton (1996),and Ullahand Roy (1996). For a recent overviewof this debate see Liptonand Ravallion
(1995, section4.4).
Thishas implicationsfor (interalia)thewayslabormarketswork in poor economies(Mirrlees,1975;
Stiglitz,1976;Blissand Stern, 1978;Dasguptaand Ray, 1986;Dasgupta,1993). SectionIII will discussthis
topicfurtherin the contextof famines.
'9

20 Thereis a largeliteratureon consumption
smoothingand risk-sharingin developingeconomies;recent
contributionsincludeDeaton(1989, 1992),Rosenzweigand Binswanger(1993), Rosenzweigand Wolpin
(1993),Paxson(1993),and Townsend(1994). Alsosee Foster(1995)on the effectsof borrowingconstraints
on child nutritionalstatus.
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marketsalso variesamongstthe poor. Peasantswith enough land to be net producers of food will gain
from higher food prices, but other peasants and landless laborers will probably lose, though even
amongstthe lattergroup, some will be protectedby longer-termcontracts. All this helps explain another
empirical observation about famines: the victims often come disproportionatelyfrom certain strata of
the poor, such as artisans and casual agricultural laborers (Alamgir, 1980; Sen, 1981; Desai, 1989;
Razzaqueetal., 1990; Bidingeretal., 1991; Foster, 1995).
The second source of relevant information is more aggregate, and possibly less reliable, data
collectedduring famines. Evidence on the importanceof prices and incomes to current consumptions
during famines has come from diverse sources. Both (anecdotal) qualitative and (more limited)
quantitative studies of specific famines have identified a large increase in the price of food as an
important proximate cause of food entitlement collapse. Discussions of famines in South Asia have
emphasizedthe role of foodgrain prices (Bhatia, 1967; Alamgir, 1980; Sen, 1981; Ravallion, 1987;
Dyson, 1991). Similarly, analyses of the recent famines in the pastoral economies of rural Africa
(including Ethiopia, Sudan and the countries of the Sahel) have identified the prices of food staples
(particularly relative to livestock prices) as key variables influencingmortality (Sen, 1981; Stryker,
1993; Ulrich, 1993; Khan, 1994; von Braun et al., 1994). And the price of food stapleshas been cited
as one of the factors influencingthe fluctuationsin mortality observed in Europe during early modem
times (Wrigley and Schofield, 1981; Galloway, 1985; Walter and Schofield, 1989).
While there has been no shortage of evidence confirming that entitlement failures have
underlain specific famines, the evidencehas been less informativeabout some important aspectsof the
precise ways in which entitlementchanges impact on mortality. Key here is the nature and extent of
the nonlinearities in this relationship.
The nonlinearity with regard to the price of food staples is an important issue for both
understanding famine causation and for relief policy. The arguments and evidence reviewed above
suggestthat survival chanceswill be concave in consumption. Micro data on the characteristics of the
poor in famine-vulnerablesettingsalso suggeststhat vulnerablegroupsrely heavily on current foodgrain
markets.2" These conditionsdo not, however, imply that survival chance will be concave in food price,
since food demand functionsare likelyto be convex in price. In discussing this question it is useful to
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For a surveyof evidenceon the povertyprofile in low-incomecountriessee Liptonand Ravallion
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work with the survival function defined on prices and incomes (by solving out quantities consumed),
althoughfor the purposesof the argumentone need not assume that individualconsumptionchoices are
survival maximizing.
Small price increasesmay entail large increasesin mortality amongst sub-groups of the poor if
survivalchances are increasing and sufficiently concave functions of income (Ravallion, 1987). And
if these conditions hold then price variability over time will increase expected famine mortality. The
critical value of the elasticity of slope will dependon propertiesof the food demand function; high price
and income elasticitiesof demand, and low budget shares for the stored good, tend to raise the critical
level of concavityneeded to benefit from price stabilization. For example, if income is fixed and all of
it is spent on food then survivalchance will be concave in the price of food if and only if the elasticity
of slope with respect to consumption exceeds two.22
This is an empiricalquestion. Econometricinvestigationsof the relationshipbetween mortality
and foodgrainprices over periodsencompassingtwo severefamines in SouthAsia (South India in 1877
and Bangladesh 1974-75)indicatethat high and unstable prices contributed substantiallyto the excess
mortality;on regressingthe death rate against a suitable nonlinearfunctionof the price of the main food
staple, mortality in both famines was found to be an increasing concave function of price (Ravallion,
1987, Chapter 2).
Arguablythe singlemost importantrelativeprice determiningthe prospects of starvation in most
famine-vulnerableeconomies is the foodgrain purchasingpower of the wage rate for unskilled labor,
which is more often than not the wage for casual agriculturallabor. Figure I plots the number of deaths
by month in one rural area during a periodencompassingthe Bangladeshfamine of 1974-75against the
rice purchasing power of the agricultural wage rate in that area. Counts of deaths during a famine are
notoriouslyunreliable,but the seriesused in this Figure is likely to be quite accurate.23 There is a strong

22
To see why, lets(x) be the probabilityof survivingthe currentperiodwhenconsumingan amountx of
food. Whenall incomeis spenton food,x=m/pwherem is moneyincomeandp is the priceof food. Since(by
assumption)moneyincomeis unaffectedby a changein the priceof food,on differentiating
twicewith respect
top one findsthats(x) is concaveinp if andonlyif -x.s"(x)/s'(x)> 2. For a moregeneralformulation,relaxing
some of these assumptions,see Ravallion(1987, Chapter2). Alsosee Newberyand Stiglitz(1981)for a
generaldiscussionof the welfareeffectsof price stabilization.

Theareais MatlabThana,in which theIntemational
CentreforDiarrhoealDiseaseResearchBangladesh
(ICDDRB)happenedto be doingfieldresearchwhichalloweda carefulmonitoringof deathsduringand afterthe
famine.Thebeginningof therisein deathscanbe pinpointedclearlyfromtheICDDRBdataat aroundJune 1974,
23
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negativerelationship,and an indicationthat the absolutemarginal impact of higher real wages tends to
fall as wages rise. The fitted line in Figure I is the regressionof the log of the number of deaths against
the log of the real wage rate; the regression coefficient (interpretableas an elasticity) is -0.55 which is
significantly different from zero at the 1% level (the standard error is 0.09).24
However,notice that the strong overall relationshipin Figure 1 nearly vanishes after the famine;
on excluding the famine period, the regression coefficient drops to -0.29, and is not significantly
differentfrom zero at the 5% level,though it is at 10% level (the standarderror is 0.16). A nonlinearity
is again evident in mortality responsesto shifts in entitlements.
Other variables mentionedin the faminesliterature as factors influencingmortality include the
health environment and access to health care. Though that is plausible, there is little hard evidence
on the impacts of these factors under famine conditions. Again micro data from poor economies
during normal times has thrown some light on the impacts of these factors, though there are some
serious concerns about endogeneityin regressing (say) child mortality on (inter alia) access to health
care.' Aggregatecross-countrydata do suggest that differences in public health spendingmatter more
to mortality amongstthe poor than non-poor (Bidaniand Ravallion, 1996). It can also be hypothesized
that health-related variables enter non-additively in that sickness not only lowers survival chance at
a given consumptionlevel but may also add to the adverse marginal impact on mortality of a drop in
food intake (as argued by Young and Jasper, 1995). Plausibly, some of these other variables will also
have lagged impacts, and so mortality will be a dynamic variable which depends on past
circumstances. So the long-run response of mortality amongst vulnerable groups to lower food
consumption may be higher than the short-run response.
From the limited evidenceavailable,it can be arguedthat either an increase in the price of food
staplesor an income losswill put upwardpressureon mortality,but that these variablesonly have strong
(or possiblyeven noticeable) effects when prices are initially high and/or incomes are low. A marked

andthe deathratewasnotto returnto itspre-faminelevelfor a fulltwo years. I havecollatedthe ICDDRBdata
withindependentmonthlydataon wageratesfor casualagriculturallaborand coursericepricescollectedbythe
BangladeshBureauof StatisticsforCornilladistrict(in whichMatlabThanais located).
statistic is 1.40. The regressioncomfortablypassedLM tests
TheR2 is 0.60, and the Durbin-Watson
for first-orderserial correlation,functionalform, normalityand heteroscedasticity.
24
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For furtherdiscussionand an attemptto resolvetheseproblemssee Pittet al. (1995).
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nonlinearity in the response is to be expected. It can also be argued that at initially lower incomes
(higherfood prices) there will be a highermortality responsefrom food price increases(income losses).
Though some importantclues have emerged from both micro data collected mainly under non-famine
conditions and more aggregate data collected during famines, there is still much to do in tasting and
quantifying these relationships.

Figure 1: Mortalityand wages in a
rural area of Bangladesh
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Implications for understanding famines
Nonlinearity in the relationship between mortality and consumption holds a number of

implicationsfor understandingfamine causation. It implies that there will be long-term survival gains
from stabilizingthe consumptionof a given person over time. Equalizing consumption over time will
not in general be optimal sincethe marginal impactof consumptionon survivalchances will vary with
other time varying factors such as the health enviromnent. Conversely, sufficient de-stabilization of
consumption over time will worsen or even produce a famine. Similarly, certain unequalizing redistributions of consumption will increase expected mortality. However (since the survival function
may vary between people), an equal distribution of a fixed supply of food need not necessarily
minimize expectedmortality. Nonetheless,inequalityincreasingtransfersof sufficientsize will clearly
add to the death toll.
Concavity of the survival function also implies that a small drop in food consumption for a
large number of vulnerablepeoplecan entail a large increase in aggregatemortality. A sharp increase
in mortality may thus be preceded by a steady (even slow) deterioration in the food consumption of
vulnerablegroups. This nonlinearitycan be exacerbated by shifts in the survival function associated
with a worsening health environment. Average food consumption of the poor in Bangladesh was on
a downward trend for a decade or so prior to the 1974-75 famine (Ravallion, 1995). Though the
evidenceis less conclusive, a similar process appears to have been at work prior to recent famines in
Ethiopia, Sudan and elsewhere in Sub-SaharanAfrica (Jansson et al., 1987; Kumar, 1990; Webb et
al., 1992; von Braun et al., 1994).26
The lesson here for understandingfaminesis not to look Qrnyfor a past history of decline (for
that is clearly not a necessarycondition), but rather to question the still widespread tendency to look
for a sudden and sizeable shock to food entitlements as an essential primitive factor in famine
causation. Such shocks are certainly common, but their impact may crucially depend on the recent
consumption history of vulnerable groups. Nor does this mean that the onset of famine is easily
predicted. The point at which a sharp escalation in mortality will occur is still quite uncertain.

26 Also see Rangasami (1984, 1985) who emphasizes the importance of understanding the
"impoverishmentprocess"which leadsup to the observedescalationin mortality,and Currey (1992) who
questionsthe commonviewof faminesas "discreteevents".
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Concavity of the individualsurvivalfunction only holds above some point. Survival for more
than a brief period, or any form of activity, is only possible if nutrition is adequate for the body's
functions at rest. Such "nonconvexities" may hold insights for understandinghunger and behavior
with greatly contracted food entitlements. With sufficiently low aggregate command over food in
some group (family, village, or relief camp) it will be optimal from the point of view of aggregate
mortality to distribute food quite unequally. This may happen at normal times in very poor families
(Lipton, 1983). Nonconvexitiessuggest one possible explanationof the above average mortality rates
observed in certain sub-groups(children and the elderly) during famines; possibly these reflect corner
solutions to the problem of minimizing aggregate mortality in a family or village. However, this is
not much more than a conjecture since there has been little research into testing for such corner
solutions. And there are other explanations, including non-cooperative behavior within the relevant
groups, or the collapse of institutional arrangements for redistribution and insurance, since at low
aggregate availability the pressure for the group to break up can also be strong.
The nonlinearityof mortalityto food price changesthat has been found for famines in which it
has beenpossible to do the necessarytests also holds implicationsfor famine causationand relief policy.
Simulationsusing the econometric models of the effects of food price changes on mortality estimated
for the aforementioned famines in South India and Bangladesh indicated that foodgrain price
stabilization would have reduced famine mortality (Ravallion, 1987, Chapter 2). This is so even if
mean price had remained unchanged;more plausibly, aggregate demand functions for food staples are
convex in price, so price stabilizationat a fixed aggregatesupply would also haveentailed a lower mean
price, with further reductions in mortality. (Section IV will return to the policy issues on how best to
stabilize prices.) The concavity in price also suggeststhat the underlying survival function is concave
in income; indeed, the income elasticity of the income derivative of the survival function must be
presumed to be high, undoubtedly exceeding two. This suggests that famine mortality may be quite
sensitive to changes in interpersonalinequality.
Possibly the most serious limitation of the above discussion is that it has been largely static.
By this view, life-threatening entitlement failures arise from current events only. This limits our
understandingof famines. A simple model illustrateshow. Following the standardassumptionof the
efficiency wage hypothesis, let current productivity depends on current food consumption in a
nonlinear way, such that some positive consumption level is essential for any work effort, but that
18

beyond some level of consumptionthe marginal gains from extra consumption start to fall. Suppose,
however, that there is a lag in the consumptionimpact of a change in productivity,and (in particular)
that current consumptionis proportional to last period's productivity. Then we can write consumption
Ctat date t as a nonlinear function f(Ct ,) of consumption at date t-1, as depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Similar shocks,
but dissimilaroutcomes
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Carraro (1996) provides a dynamic model with these features, in which the dynamics arises
from the (plausible)assumptionthat current agriculturaloutput depends on lagged labor inputs. There
are other possibilities too. The usual static productivity-nutritionrelationshipcan be interpretedas the
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steady state solutionof a dynamic of energy-conservationequation;the static relationshipassumes that
there is no change in the body's stock of stored energy (Dasgupta, 1993, Chapter 14). For the
purposes at hand one would not want to make that assumption; people starving in a famine will be
running down their stores. Thus productivityin any period will depend in part on past consumption.
A nonlinear dynamicmodel similar to Figure 2 can then be obtainedeven without lags in realizing the
consumption impact of productivity changes.
Various dynamic behaviors for consumption can be explained by such a model. Figure 2
illustratesa case with three steady-stateequilibria(in which C,=Ct
C), only two of which entail positive
consumption(of which only the higher one, at C', is stable). Supposethe initial equilibrium is at C,
but that there is a shock to current consumptiondriving it down to CA. The dynamic adjustments will
entail that consumptioneventuallyreturns to C*. However, at only a slightly larger shock, enough to
drive current consumption down to CB, the outcome will be very different; the dynamics will then
drive consumption down to zero. In one case there is a short-lived contraction, in the other there is
a sustained fall in consumption. By combining such nonlinear dynamics in consumption with the
aforementioned nonlinearity in the survival function one can see why the effects on mortality might
also be very different (Carraro, 1996).
Nonlineardynamics appear to be plausible in this setting, either through the type of dynamics
in agricultural production modeled by Carraro or through dynamics in the impact of nutrition on
productivity. The theory is compelling. However, f know of no empirical work testing for multiple
steady states in poor peoples' consumptions. Given that one or more of the equilibria will be unstable,
the necessary data could well be hard to find. (Panel data might offer some hope of identifying these
effects.) Arguably the multiple equi'ibria are always there, but a famine is one of the few real-world
setting in which their potentially devastating consequencescan be seen clearly.

III

Markets and institutions
The last section pointed to ways in which even a seemingly small entitlment shock to poor

people can induce large changes in their survival prospects, and also how similar shocks can have
dissimilar outcomes. But what causes the changes in entitlements? Various markets and institutions
determine the factors-the distribution of endowments, the structure of prices, and the pattern of
transfers-which bear on the likelihoodthat an exogenousshock will turn into mass entitlement failure
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and hence famine. By and large these are the same markets and institutions which operate in normal
times. Observers often point to their breakdown during famines. To understand famines we must
understandthe untypical perfornance of markets and institutions in poor countries.

I

Food markets
2 7 Famines in market
Food markets are often blamed for causing or exacerbating famines.

economies do not imply inefficienciesby the usual Paretocriterion;a reallocationthat lets more people
live may make others worseoff. Entitlementfailures leadingto mass starvationare not inconsistentwith
efficient resource allocation in a suitably modified version of the Walrasian model of a competitive
market economy (Coles and Hammond, 1995).28Famines need not imply "market failure".
However, this observation will do rather little to subdue the concerns of the market's critics.
Even if efficient, one can abhor the market allocation during famines because of its sheer inequity;
Pareto efficiency is perfectly consistent with a highly inequitable and (by any reasonable assessment)
sociallysub-optimalallocation. And concernsaboutthe market'sefficiencyduring a famine persist even
if the seeds of market failure during famines were there before the famine. The markets that actually
exist in famine-prone traditional agricultural economies are almost certainly incomplete markets, so
29
there will normally be scope for Pareto-improvements.

One source of market failure is that markets generally do not exist to permit trade in contracts
for future graindelivery. Thus, currenttrading decisionsare conditionalon expectationsabout the prices
which will prevail in future spot markets. And so expectations formation will matter for the allocation
of consumptionover time and hence mortality. Those facing starvation now will naturally have a high
rate of discount. Yet even greater starvation in the aggregate may result without storage. In a market
economy, this will depend on how well stock holders predict future scarcities. This is not a new

27
See, for example,Bhatia's(1967)descriptionof "pricefamines"in Indiaduringthe nineteenthcentury.
Also see Greenough's(1982)studyof the faminein Bengal1943-44,and the discussionin Rashid(1980).
Similarly,therewere reportsof hoardingby 'grainbarons' in Sudanin 1985(Steele, 1985).
28
The standardmodel of competitiveequilibriumassumesthat everyonecan survive withouttrade.
Respondingin part to conjecturesin Desai(1989),Colesand Hammond(1995)showthat Paretooptimalityof
competitivemarketscan coexistwith someindividualsdyingin equilibriumbecausethey do not attainsome
minimalconsumptionlevel.
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For a reviewof this topic, in a developmentcontext,see, for example,Stiglitz(1988).
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observation, but (as with so much of the modem discussion of famines) had clear antecedents in the
nineteenth century debates over famine relief policy (Rashid, 1980).
In normal times we may tolerate a degree of market inequity or failure, because the cost of
avoiding it exceedsthe gain. The more interestingquestionin the presentcontext is whetherthose same
features of markets can magnify adverseexternal shocks. Anecdotesabound of "panic buying" of food
in response to news of impending famine. For example, there were many stories of such behavior in
newspapersduring the lead up to the 1974-75famine in Bangladesh(Ravallion, 1987, Chapter 3). Can
such behavior turn the threat of famine into a reality?
Data have severely constrained efforts to address this question in famine-vulnerablesettings.
Bangladesh has been an important exception. Survey data on rice price expectations of wholesale
traders and stock holders in Bangladesh rice markets shows little sign of informational efficiency
(Ravallion, 1987, Chapter 6). The restrictions implied by the unbiasedness of one-day-ahead price
forecastsare convincinglyrejected at the individuallevel, with a tendencyto overestimateprice changes
indicatedfor all sampledtraders. The random walk model of price forecastsfor a terminal date is also
rejected as a generalization of traders' forecasting behavior. Overall, the rational expectations
hypothesis is a poor characterization of this market.
We do not have the benefit of surveyedexpectationsdata during a famine nor even reliable data
on importantquantities,such as stocks. But we can studythe effect on currentprices of new information
about future scarcities. Newspaperreportsof flood damage to standingcrops resulted in higher current
price rises during the 1974-75famine in Bangladesh, and this effect existed independently of future
prices (Ravallion, 1987,Chapter3). Price forecasting errors appear to have been positively correlated
with readily available information on damage to the future harvest. Thus, rice hoarding prior to
anticipated food-availability decline was excessive when compared to the likely outcome under
competitiveconditionswith informationallyefficientexpectations. This appears to be the main reason
why rice prices rose so dramatically in the lean months before the main (1974-75) winter harvest; rice
prices more than doubled betweenMarch and October of 1974, leading to a devastating contraction in
command over food amongst those with little endowmentto fall back on. As is typical of the panic
stage after a speculative mania, rice prices fell almost as sharply in markets during the week or two
before the next harvest startedto arrive in November. And in the end it turned out that the harvest was
depleted by less that five percent over its previous level, which had been unusually high; it is even
22

questionable whether output fell below trend.30 Similar shocks to aggregate food availability in
Bangladesh before and since that famine, had nothing like the same disastrousconsequences.
The policies of the governmentand principalaid donorsappear to have worsenedmatters. Rice
prices in Bangladesh are influenced by the government's foodgrain stock, as determined by previous
imports(includingforeignaid) and internalprocurementefforts. Thus, expectationsof the effect of preharvest crop damage on future prices require an assumption about the response of the domestic
governmentand foreign governmentsto shared information. The most plausible conclusion is that the
stockholders' high price expectations during the 1974-75famine were premised on a belief that the
governmentwould be unable to implementa suitable stabilizingresponseto the reported damage to the
futurecrop. Donorthreats to cut food aid on foreignpolicygrounds in early 1974helped fuel that belief.
It has also beenargued that acceleratedgrowth in the moneysupplyhelped fuel inflationaryexpectations
(Chadhaand Teja, 1992). The failingsof foodgrainmarkets thus appear to have stemmed in part from
(domestic and international)public-action failures.
Informationalinefficienciesneed not destabilizemarkets,and considerableinstabilityis possible
in an informationallyefficient market. Quddus and Becker (1994) show that the rice price formation
process in Bangladesh is consistent with the possibility of a speculative bubble even with rational
expectations. However, it is clear that the way rice markets worked in Bangladesh meant that the
combined effect of the crop damage from flooding and the external threats to food aid led to
considerable de-stabilization of prices and consumption. In the end, there was clearly enough rice to
avoid famine if only it had been better distributed for usage over time.
Concerns have also been raised about the spatial performance of markets in getting food from
surplusto deficitareas. Dynamicanalysesof spatial price differentialssuggestsignificantimpediments
to spatial market integration during famines; see Ravallion (1987, Chapter 5) in the context of the
Bangladeshfamine during 1974-75,and von Braun et al., (1994, Chapter5) in the context of the famines
in Ethiopia and Sudan in the mid-1980s. The causes appear to include unusual transport costs and a
varietyof higherrisks associatedwith the famine conditions(which most local transporterswould have
no opportunityto insure against); these stemmed in part from disruptions to trade due to the famine or

30
Thereare a numberof problemsin assessingagriculturaloutputfor Bangladesh;the statementsmade
hereare basedon the carefulworkof Boyce(1987). However,theyare also consistentwith morecommonly
used sources,as usedby Alamgir(1980)and Sen (1981,Chapter9)..
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its proximate causes, and were exacerbated by faulty policy responses, such as deliberately impeding
the flow of food to protect better off regions.

2

Labor and other markets
Food markets have been the focus of much of the literature. Yet the markets for the things that

poor people sell will be just as important to the outcomes. The capacity for work is the main asset of
poor people. Naturally, when there is little inequality in access to land, the agricultural labor market
tends to be thin. In Asia, and increasingly in Africa, there is sufficient land inequality for the labor
market to be crucial to the impact of aggregate shocks on the rural poor. For example, the real
agricultural wage rate in terms of the food staple fell dramatically during the 1974-75 famine in
Bangladesh (Figure 1), and landless agricultural workers, part-time farmers and village artisans were
the famine's main victims (Alamgir, 1980; Sen, 1981). There is evidence of a significant structural
break in the short-run wage adjustment process in Bangladesh during the 1974-75 famine, without which
the real wage rate in units of rice would have been almost twice as high during the worst months of the
famine (Ravallion, 1987, Chapter 4). The famine appears to have been associated with a sizeable shock
to rural labor markets, originating in the contraction in agricultural employment that came with the
flooding.
A standard competitive model of the labor market would predict a lower real wage rate when
an aggregate shock reduces demand for labor. However, such a model sits uncomfortably with other
observations of seasonal underemployment in Bangladesh, as in other underdeveloped agrarian
economies.' One possible explanation for wage stickiness downwards is tacit collusion on the supply
side within the village. This will be difficult to maintain during a famine in which the gains to defecting
from such arrangements become high, and new workers appear on the local labor market who have
migrated from flood affected areas. The sharp fall in the real wage rate during a famine may reflect a
failure of an aspect of the village "moral economy" (discussed further below).
We do not know whether the wage fell enough during the famine to eliminate the famine
unemployment. In all the academic literature and newspaper reports in Bangladesh on this famine, I
have never read a claim that workers during the famine no longer had trouble finding work, which one
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Islam (1986) reviews evidence on this issue for Bangladesh.
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would have thought highly notable if true, given how much seasonal unemployment there appears to be
in nornal times. It should not be presumed that even such a sharp fall in the real wage rate would be
enough to eliminate unemployment in this setting. A worker's productivity at a low food wage may be
so low that employers resist further wage cuts, as in the efficiency wage hypothesis. That will depend
on the worker's other sources of consumption. Those amongst the poor with least non-labor endowments
will be the ones left to starve, for they will find that their best wage offers are undercut by other people
with endowments which can be consumed during the famine so as to raise their productivity to a
competitive level (Dasgupta and Ray, 1986; McGregor, 1990; Dasgupta, 1993).32 Labor market
responses during a famine may thus entail a "double whammy" for very poor people-their consumption
falls directly because of the higher price of food, and it falls indirectly through the income effect (both
on wages and employment) of their diminished productivity. This type of labor-market response can
readily generate the type of nonlinear dynamics in the evolution of poor people's consumptions and
multiple equilibria discussed in section II. A variety of dynamic behaviors for consumption are then
possible in response to a labor-demand shock, including downward spirally contractions. The dynamic
entitlement failure can entail both higher unemployment and lower real wage rates (Carraro, 1996).
Other markets are likely to matter to the transmission of aggregate shocks to the household level.
With the pressure on informal credit and risk-sharing arrangements, and the highly covariate nature of
the income shocks during famines, any existing formal credit markets will probably see rising interest
rates and/or rationing. However, this is rarely mentioned in the literature, probably due to the fact that
formal credit markets are already thin in famine-vulnerable economies, with borrowing constraints
(particularly for the poor) being the rule rather than the exception.
With incomplete risk markets (entailing interdependence of production and consumption
decisions), a production input such as livestock can also be an important marketable asset which helps
protect the consumption of poor people. This is well-documented for the pastoral economies of the Horn
of Africa (Webb et al., 1992; von Braun et al., 1994) and the Sahel (Khan, 1994). Rosenzweig and
Wolpin (1993) find evidence of the use of livestock for consumption smoothing in semi-arid areas of

32
While there is evidence from micro studies that undernutritionreduces productivity, the empirical
relevance of any downward wage-stickinessarising from such nutrition-basedproductivity effects has been
questioned at normal times even in poor rural economies (Bardhan, 1984, Chapter 4; Swamy, 1996;
Subramanianand Deaton, 1996). Nonetheless,it can be conjectured that these effects are likely to be more
relevant during situations of unusuallylow wages, as often observedduring famines.
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India. The highly covariate nature of the shock during a famine means that large numbers of people
must simultaneously sell their livestock to buy foodgrains, with a consequent (often) sharp fall in
livestock prices relative to foodgrains, and other goods (Sen, 1981; Kelly, 1992; Ulrich, 1993; von Braun
et al., 1994; Khan, 1994). This may be exacerbated by panic selling of livestock in anticipation of
falling prices.
There is still much we do not know about (food and nonfood) market performance during
famines. We should clearly not assume that free markets will help buffer an initial shock's impact on
the poor. The extent to which markets help or hurt will depend on the nature of the market failures in
normal times, and on how these interact with initial distribution and with the nature of the initial shock.
What is needed most is further careful empirical work on how markets actually worked in these
circumstances.

3

The "moral economy" andfamines
There are undoubtedly a great many people who would not have died in a famine if only they

could have borrowed without rationing, at rates of interest which equated demand and supply for credit.
Credit and risk markets in famine-vulnerable settings appear to be less than perfect at the best of times.
And it is unlikely that they would work any better during a famine; indeed, there is (largely anecdotal)
evidence that existing market and non-market institutions for credit and insurance perform less well
during famines; patronage becomes scarce and "anti-social behavior" increases, such as reneging on
familial and village obligations;3 3 "Patron-client relationships, already weak, are found virtually to snap
during periods of severe food stress" (Agarwal, 1991, p.2 0 7 ).3 4
It is not surprising that famines can put considerable stress on normally sustainable-albeit
imperfect-social arrangements for credit and insurance in poor economies. Village societies can cope

33 The contractionor collapseof the various forms of traditionalcredit and risk-sharing(includingpatronclient) arrangements during famines or other food crises has been noted by BRAC (1979), Dirks (1980),
Alamgir(1980), Greenough(1982),Caldwellet al., (1986),Vaughan(1987),D'Souza (1988),Agarwal(1991),
Field (1993) and Adams (1993), amongstothers.
34
It has also beenarguedthat the indigenousmoral economyis erodedby the developingmarket economy,
andthat these are typically settings in whichno formal(public)safety net existsto replacethe moral economy;
so longer-termvulnerabilityto faminecan be increasing(see, for example, Sen's, 1981,Chapter8, discussionof
the erosionof traditionalsupportsystemsin the Sahelianeconomy). This topic takes us beyondthe scope of the
presentpaper. Furtherdiscussioncan be found in Agarwal(1991),Platteau (1991) and Osmani (1996).
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to some extent with idiosyncratic risks through risk-pooling arrangements. Such arrangements will
probably be less prone to moral hazard and adverse selection in traditional village and extended-family
settings in which participants are well known to each other. Indeed, there have been claims from
microeconometric investigations that indigenous risk-sharing arrangements in poor agrarian economies
work well in practice, though there is conflicting evidence from the same data of sizable exposure to
income shocks.3 5 These arrangements cannot, however, be expected to cope with covariate shocks to
the risk-sharing group, as are likely to be common in a famine. And even when the risk-sharing group
is large, or there is a sizable idiosyncratic component to the shock, in famine-prone settings these
arrangements must still be implementable without binding, legally enforceable contracts. This fact
constrains performance for the poor, particularly in spells of transient poverty, or when the threat of
destitution reduces the probability of continued participation in the social insurance game. Options
outside the household and village may become more attractive.
So there can be no guarantee that routine, mutually beneficial, cooperative behavior will survive
a famine-that

will depend on the initial conditions (including preferences) and the size of the shock.

Some strands of the traditional network of support will break more easily than others; for example,
Greenough (1982) notes that longer-term attachments were less likely to be broken during the Bengal
famine. Nonetheless, simulations suggest that seemingly small perturbations to the parameters (the
extent of risk-aversion and the discount rate) of a repeated informal insurance game amongst purely selfinterested parties can entail a large change in the realizable gains (Coate and Ravallion, 1993).
The disruption of community and familial reciprocity and/or benevolence is often (though not
always) associated with migration (Jodha, 1975; D'Souza, 1988), though it is not clear what is the cause
and what is the effect here. When group-based insurance fails, migration is certainly one response. But
migration can also help cause the breakdown, since the village-support game relies on repeated
interaction amongst people who come to know and trust each other; the large scale migrations observed
during many famines may mean, however, that new players come on the scene who are likely to treat
it as a one-shot game. Again a rapid collapse of informal risk-sharing arrangements can be expected.
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Townsend(1994)arguesthat data for three Indianvillagesare consistentwith near-perfectrisk-sharing.
However, on applying alternative estimationmethodsto the same primary data set, Ravallionand Chaudhuri
(1996) find that consumptionsare quite sensitiveto income changes.
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This point also illustratesthe pervasive, but often neglected, externalities involved in famines.
In various ways, individuallyrational responses to the threat of starvation (of which migration is one
example) can aggregate into an enhancement of that threat. One way is through the disruption of
socially-basedsupport mechanisms premised on a limited capacity for collective action; another way
is through enhancedexposure to infectiousdiseases in crowdedrelief camps. Individualefforts to cope
with life-threateninghunger can blow-up into an even greater aggregate threat. Though the view that
mass starvation is just a simplesum of many individuals' independenthungers is questionable, there is
still little hard evidence on these issues.

4

Failures of public action
Even with well informedand well intentionedpolicies, governmentsand other agencies in poor

countriescan face severe infrastructural,administrative and logistical constraints on their capacity for
action. This has been a common problem in famines in underdevelopedand/or war torn economies.
Inadequate rural infrastructureand communications has often been identified as a contributing factor
to famines,and a severe constraint on their relief.36 Complex problems such as famines may so strain
infrastructure and administrative capabilities that a sharp deterioration in performance becomes
inevitable. This may well reflectpast failuresof public action (such as neglecting rural infrastructure).
There have also been serious short-term public action failures. First there are policy failures
resulting from faulty theories or misinformation. There have been many examples. The British
Government's faith during the nineteenth century in non-interventionin food markets during famines
almost certainly made matters worse, by deterring public action to improve on the distributional
outcomes of unfetteredmarkets (Ambirajan, 1978;Rashid, 1980;Dreze, 1990a). At the other extreme,
the forced collectivizationof agriculture,and associatedfood procurementpolicies implemented under
the Soviet Union'sfirst five-yearplan resulted in a severe famine in rural Ukraine in 1930s (Dalrymple,
1964;Dando, 1981). Similar policies in Ethiopiafrom the mid-1970s are believed to have contributed
to the famine of the mid-1980s(Devereux, 1993b, Chapter 10). And the collapse of food entitlements
in Chinaduring 1959-61is believedto have been instigatedby the destructiveeffects on food production
of the rapid industrializationpolicies implementedas part of the "Great Leap Forward", compounded

36
See, for example,Dreze(1990a)on faminesin BritishIndia,Berryand Downing(1993)on droughts
in Africaduringthe 1980s,and Janssonet al., (1987)and Kumar(1990)on the Ethiopianfamineof 1984-85.
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by an urban bias in food distribution and failures of statistical reporting (Ashton et al., 1984; Riskin,
1990;Lin and Yang, 1995). Milderinterventionshave also gone badly wrongat times. There have been
a number of descriptions of how governmental interventions in agricultural markets enhanced
vulnerabilityto famines in Africa(Janssonet al., 1987;Vaughan, 1987;Maxwell, 1991;Stryker, 1993).
Other common examples of this type of public-action failure are the attempts made to prevent food or
people moving in response to famines (Quddus and Rashid, 1991; Deveraux, 1993b,Chapter 10).
Secondly, there are public-action failures that arise when those in power may not share the
objectiveof avoidingor relievingfamines. In some famine-proneeconomies,the government'ssurvival
appears to have little to do with its ability to secure the basic consumptionneeds of those governed.
Indeed, higher poverty during famines may often come side by side with absolute, as well as relative,
gains to more powerful subgroupsof the nonpoor. Thus the incentivesfacingpolitical leaders can work
against effective famine avoidance or response.
An extreme,but not uncommon,form of this type of public-actionfailure is when a government
knowingly uses famine as a weapon against it's (external and internal) enemies (Dando, 1981; Keen,
1991;Macrae and Zwi, 1992;de Waal, 1993). But evenwhen the famine is not itself the weapon, it can
be an entirely predictableby-productof governmentalpolicies, such as when militerizationdestroys the
abilityof an economy and societyto cope with drought (Deveraux, 1993b, Chapter 10). Public-action
failure through denial or obfuscationof the signsof famine has been associated with some of the worst
famines in terms of lives lost, including the Ukraine famine of 1932-33 (Dalrymple, 1964),and that in
China during 1959-61 (Ashton et al., 1984; Riskin, 1990); in both cases the government refused to
acknowledgethe problem, or to seek external assistance, and the outside world knew very little about
it until many years later.
Within this category of deliberate public-action failures are also examples in which the threat
of famine was recognized, but for other reasons. It has been claimed that the host government during
the Ethiopianfamine in 1983-85exploitedperceiveddonor sympathyfor the victims to lobby for famine
aid intended for other purposes, or to free up foreign exchange for other purposes including buying
weapons(Cutler, 1993;Kloos and Lindtjmrn,1993). And the problem need not be confined to the host
governments. One major donor government is claimed to have used famine aid to Ethiopia as an
instrument of foreign policy, with the aim of overturning a government it did not like on ideological
grounds (Shepherd, 1993).
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IV

Famine policies
Faminesdemonstratethat market and non-market institutions cannot be relied upon to always

operate in ways which will adequatelybuffer an externalshock's impactat the individuallevel. Indeed,
under certain conditions, considerable magnification of the shock is possible in the chain of events
leading to famine. What are the lessons for policy, and research on policy?

1

Better governance
The solutionto some of the public-actionfailures identified in section III is clear enough: base

the policy response on a realistic and undogmaticassessment of how the specific economy works and
buildthe physical and institutional capacity for making the response work. Examples of how this can
be done are discussed later.
The solution to deliberate public-action failures is less clear. One factor identified in recent
literature is the extent to which informationcan flow freely and public pressure for action be expressed
withoutrecrimination. In addition to open formal political institutions, an independentpress has been
seen to have an importantrole in avoidingfamines(Dreze and Sen, 1989;Ram, 1990). Andthe negative
effects a government having the ability to suppress news and criticism have also been identified; for
example,this appears to have been a contributing factor to the unusual severity of the Chinese famine
of 1959-61 (Sen, 1983) and the Ethiopianfamine of 1984-85 (Gill, 1986; Jansson et al., 1987). Also
attempts to suppress information often come hand in hand with deliberate misinformation, such as
unconvincingpromises,which can even make mattersworse by furtherdesabilizingmarkets (Ravallion,
1987; Quddus and Rashid, 1991). There is also evidencethat democracy is instrumentally important
to avoiding famines;in Africa sinceabout 1980,more democraticcountrieshave been less likely to have
a famine (von Braun et al., 1994),though that correlationis based on very few degrees of freedom (until
1990 only two or three countries in Sub-Saharan Africa could reasonably be called democratic).
However,while it is plausiblethat open political institutionsand a free press constrainthe scope
for this type of deliberatepublic-actionfailure, it is not clear what the policy instrumentsare here. The
extent to which informationand criticism can flow freely is often under the control of the same agents
whose preferences inhibit famine relief.
External levers might be identified, if donors and international agencies were willing to apply
appropriate conditionality to their aid and concessional lending. Multi-lateralaid agencies and (non30

governmental and private) voluntary agencies can be trusted to have a firmer commitment to saving
lives during a famine than some governments, though here too governments can try to manipulate or
suppress these agencies, as has happened in relatively illiberal political environments (Adam, 1993).
Some of these agencies appear unaware of-or reticent to exploit-their own bargaining power to
improve host-government policies, preferring instead to disburse famine aid as rapidly as possible
without conditions. It should not be assumed that unquestioninghandouts of "humanitarian aid" will
best serve humanitarian ends.
Clearly moreresearch is neededon the political and institutionaldimensionsof famine causation
and relief. For now, it is believable that the increasingpolitical liberalization we are seeing in famineprone economieswill at least constrainthe possibilitiesfor this deliberate public-action failures. Other
constraintsare also emerging;the "CNNfactor" is one, wherebythe internationalvisual media can now
zoom in rapidlyon trouble spotseven when the local regime is trying to suppress information. If these
recent trends continue, then it is likely that political leaders will have a greater demand for sound
economicanalysisin formulatinganti-faminepolicies. The rest of this sectionreviews issuespertaining
to specific policies aimed at relieving and preventing future famines.

2

Early warning and rapid response
Aggregatefoodavailabilityhas traditionallybeenthe main indicatorused for predictingfamines.

The recent literaturehas suggestedthat similar initialconditionsof aggregatefood supply can entailvery
different outcomes. Even a highly sophisticatedforecasting model, and accurate data, may produce
unreliable predictions of how much FAD will impact on the welfare of poor people in faminevulnerable settings. What can be done?
Arguably the best place to look for signs of impendingfaminesis in the variables which directly
determine the entitlements of poor people (prices, wages, employment, and agricultural yields) or
variables which indicateunderlyingentitlement failures though induced behavioral responses (such as
consumptionof wild foods or unusualmigration). Much has been learnt about potential early-warning
indicatorsby studying behavioralresponsesto contractionsin food entitlements (Torry, 1988; Corbett,
1988; Kelly, 1992; Khan, 1994). While such research has revealed promising indicators in specific
settings, the degree of that specificity and the heterogeneity in behavioral responses even within one
well-defined area and socio-economic group (let alone problems of data quality and administrative
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feasibility) has constrained efforts to find robust "universal"early-warning indicators (Corbett, 1988;
Davies, 1993).
The public response to early warnings must also be timely. Late responses are costly in lives
and money. A greater reduction in mortalitycan generallybe achievedwith given aid if it is distributed
more evenly over time (given the likely concavity of the survival function, as discussed in section II).
Adverse effects on producers'future price expectations and, hence, future food availability can also be
reduced with a more timely response. Often, however, the costs of a delayed response are not incurred
by those making the decision of when to respond. For example, various distress signals (consumption
of wild foods, unusual migration,selling of livestockto buy food and high food prices) were evident for
at least 12 months prior to the main externalinterventionsin Ethiopia in late 1984 (Gill, 1986; Jansson
et al., 1987; Kumar, 1990).
There are examplesof how rapid and effectivepublic responsesto signs of famine have almost
certainly averted disaster. These include Kenya and Botswana in the mid-1980s, and Bangladesh in
1979 and 1984. But amongst famine-vulnerablecountries, post-IndependenceIndia has provided the
most well-documented examples of effective early warning and public response. The Famine Codes
developed in the nineteenthcentury originallyrelied largely on monitoring foodgrain supply indicators
(such as failed rains), though this broadenedto include food prices and unusual population movements.
The Madras Famine Code of 1883 recommended monitoring grain prices as an indicator of famine
(Rangasami, 1985), and the Bengal Famine Code of 1918 outlined an elaborate early warning system
(Currey, 1984). These Famine Codesformed the germ of the post-Independenceearly warning system,
but the public response system was developed greatly (Government of India, 1989).

Local

administratorsreportsigns of famine;their efforts are monitored, and an open press is rarely reticent to
play a "watchdog" role (Ram, 1990). Local officials maintain the capability for rapid response. The
administrative integration of warning and response functions,combined with political will and a free
press, have undoubtedly been important to India's success at avoiding famines since Independence,
despite numerous droughts (Dreze, 1990a). However, as a number of observers have noted, India's
success at fighting chronic poverty and hunger has been more disappointing
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3

On the role of aggregatefood availability
It has been arguedthat an increasein aggregatefood availabilityis not called for to stop a famine

which was not itself caused by a decline in aggregate availability (Bowbrick, 1986). And the belief
seems to have occasionally been put into practice. For example, the sluggish response of some aid
agencies to early warnings of the 1983-5famine in Ethiopiahas been attributedto their assumptionthat
private food surplusesin the countrywere sufficientto maintain aggregate consumption, in spite of the
drought (Gill, 1986)." Of course, the aid agency's ex ante assessment of food supply is bound to be
impreciseand it now appearslikely that availabilitywas seriously low in Ethiopia in 1984-85(Kumar,
1990). But that is not the issue here. Even if aggregatedomestic availabilityis not threatened,can there
be a case for emergencyinterventionsaimed at increasing the supply of food to the domestic economy
in response to signs of an increase in starvation?
A number of arguments can be made in favor of increasing aggregate food availability in
response to a famine, even if it not caused by FAD.3 " Consider the stylized case of starvation arising
from an adverseshift in food distribution,as a result of which the poor end up with a lower share of an
unchangedaggregate. In principle,the absoluteconsumptionlevels of the poor could be restored either
by restoring the previous food distribution function, or by increasing aggregate availability. It is not
difficult to imagine situations in which the first option is unfeasible in the (crucial) short-run.
To give another illustration, suppose that private storage is deemed to be excessive. A
government can try to deal with this by sending the police out to bash up 'hoarders', as happened, for
example, during the Bangladeshfamine. This may work, but one suspectsthat it is more effective as
a public relations exercise than as a meansof increasingcurrentfood consumption. And one must also
appreciate the importance of the government's behavior to the formation of stockholders' price
expectations. In these circumstances, the immediate goal should be to take actions which lead
stockholdersto revise downwardstheir expectationsof futureprices. A believableundertakingto import
food would almost certainly do this.
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Anotherwelldocumentedexampleis theGreatBengalFamineof 1943in whichthe sluggishresponse
from the authoritiesappearsto havebeendue in part to the fact that theycouldfind litde signof FAD(Sen,
1981,Chapter6).
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Contraryto the claimsof Bowbrick,that is entirelyconsistentwithSen's(1981)arguments.
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Is there also a case for promotingdomesticfood production as part of a longer-termstrategy for
preventing famines? The role of commercializationof agriculture and the promotion of export crops
(both food and non-food)has been much debated. It is sometimesargued that this will divert resources
away from the domestic production of food, and expose poor farmers to even greater risk of food
entitlementfailure (see, for example, Lappeand Collins, 1977). There have been cases in which a new
export crop has increased exposure to risk; groundnut in the West African Sahel is an example
(Devereux, 1993b, Chapter 9). However, as a generalization,the view that export-crop production
createsfamines is questionable;if by producinga cash crop insteadthe rural poor can affordto buy more
food, and the markets and infrastructureare adequatefor gettingthe food to them from elsewhere, then
that will reduce their vulnerability to famine.39 Similar comments apply to the idea that the highest
priority for famine-vulnerableareas is to promote food productionso as to be self-sufficientin food; in
regions where the land is much more suitable to cash crops that can be a formulae for a severe food
entitlementfailure. Nor does self-sufficiencyin food appear to be an ecologically sound principle for
tropical agriculture (Stewart, 1988).
Agriculture and rural development can play an important role in reducing vulnerability to
famine, both in providing extra insurance (such as through agricultural diversification, and non-farm
jobs in lean seasons) and longer-termdevelopment. Unfortunately, past development policies (both
pricing and spending)have typically been biased against this sector (Krueger et al., 1988). The policy
lesson is clear.
4

Distribution policies
Althoughthe case is often strongfor increasingaggregatefood availabilityduring a famine,food

handoutsneed not be the best form of interventionfrom the point of view of minimizingmortality. Cash
or coupon paymentsto potentialfamine victims can provide more effective relief than the usual policy
of importing and distributing food (Reutlinger, 1988; Dreze and Sen, 1989; Coate, 1989; Sen, 1990;
Maxwelland Templer, 1994). Under competitiveconditions, the case in favor of cash relief is strong
if either food prices in the affected region are below world prices at the border (since, of course,
recipients will then be able to purchase more food locally with the cash aid than the aid agency can

39
For evidenceon the effectsof agriculturalcommercialization
on povertyand hungersee the various
papersin von Braunand Kennedy(1994).
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obtain with the same moneyon world markets) or if privatetraders can deliver the food more efficiently
than the aid agency. The case in favor of cash relief is less obvious if local markets perform poorly,
though even then the policy switch may be desirable; for example, cash relief can result in lower
mortalitythan direct food aid even if the local food trade is monopolized,provided that (amongst other
conditions)traderscan still deliver food at lower cost than the aid agency(Coate 1989). Some observers
40 Savings
have seen that tradersget the food to affected areas quickerthan governmentsor aid agencies.

in storageand handlingcosts can mean that cash has a higher transfer benefit to recipients. It can also
help avoid the need for recipients to congregate in crowded and unhealth relief camps. The rapid
monetization of food aid to finance entitlement-protectionprograms has helped some famine-prone
countries better avoid famines.4 '
Whether in the form of food or cash relief, the effect of aid on mortality will depend greatly on
how it is distributedover time and betweenpeople. Governmentsand agencies involvedin famine relief
face the problemof how to allocate a fixedquantity of emergencyfoodaid. Indicatorsof aggregatefood
availabilityin specific regions sometimesused, though (for the same reasons that FAD is questionable
theory of famine causation)this may not mean that the transfers go to those in greatest need, and there
is at least one documentedcase in which focusing on local foodgrainoutput shortfallsled the aid agency
to miss those in greatest need (Webb and Reardon, 1992,on the 1983/84drought in Burkina Faso).
Food allocation accordingto more direct indicatorsof "need" is often advocated and used, and
guidelinesfor doing so have been laid down by some NGOs and UN agencies.42 In practice this often
means that handouts are based on readily observed individualor group attributes such as assessments
of age, height and weight. This would seem more likely to achieve better outcomes than targeting
according to food output shortfalls,though finer targeting can also entail higher costs; we know little
about the precise trade-offs involved during famines.

40

See, for example,Caldwelland Caldwell(1992),referringto the droughtin the Sahelin the early

1970s.
41
See Dreze and Sen's (1989)discussionof CapeVerde's policiesin whichfood aid is sold on open
marketsand usedto financecashtransfersfor protectingthecommandover foodof poorpeoplein the presence
of severedroughts.

For example,the OxfamHealthUnit (1984)advocatesthe use of needindicatorssuchas weight-forheightindicators. Alsosee Seamanand Rivers(1988).
42
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A thorny questionarises in this context. As a general rule, the mortality minimizing allocation
of a given supply of food over a population will equalize the food consumption slope of the survival
function across all persons. The optimal allocation to each person will be implicitly a function of
relevantpersonal attributesof that person, interpretableas his or her 'needs' (Ravallion, 1987, Chapter
7).

Implementing an (unconstrained)optimal allocation of given aid may be very far from being

feasible in practice. However, it is not even clear that an optimal allocation from the point of view of
aggregatemortalitywould look much like the guidelines typically laid down. There can be no general
presumption that the mortality minimizing handout of food or cash is an increasing function of need.
Indeed,the oppositewill hold wheneverpersonsin greaterneed have lower consumptionslopes of their
43 On moral grounds one may prefer to give more food to those in greater need, but
survivalfunctions.

one may also have to come to terms morallywith the fact that this could well involve more people dying
than strictly necessary with the given amount of food available.
Direct intervention to improve health-such as through disease treatment and control, water
purificationand improvedsanitation-will not only reduce mortality directly, but may entail that other
policies which enhance food entitlementswill have larger marginal impacts on survivalprospects. If
so, then the conversewill also hold;in various ways greatercommand over food will enhance the impact
of health-based interventions.' Or effective (cash or food) transfers may obviate the need for healthbased intervention,such as when relief reachesvillagersbefore migrationbegins, thus reducing the need
for crowded relief camps where infection becomes more likely. The literature contains discussionsof
such synergiesbetween health and moreconventionalfood-or cash-basedinterventions(see for example
Youngand Jaspers, 1995). But as yet the relationshipsare not well understood, or quantified to a point
where one can give firm guidanceon the priorities that should be attached to each mode of intervention
when aiming to minimize famine mortality.
The administrativecapabilityfor implementingindicator-basedtargetingof interventionsduring
famines is limited in many settings. This has led to extensive use of one of the oldest forms of famine
relief policy, namely the provision of unskilled employmentto anyone who wants it at low wages on
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Also see Keen(1992).

44 Non-foodgoods may also matter;for example,Rivers(1988)arguesthat better clothingand shelter
willreducenutritionalrequirements.
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public works projects.45 The attractionof this policy has not been the value of the outputs produced,but
its incentiveeffects, notablythe potential for "self-targeting"(given that those not in need are unlikely
to want to do such work at the wages offered) and that incentives for escaping poverty by other means
are preserved (Besley and Coate, 1992). Furthermore, in famines arising from a collapse of
employment, the forgone incomes of relief-workparticipants will be low, and hence the relief can be
cost-effective. By allowing a separationof those able to work from those not, and by targeting on other
indicators of need amongst the latter group, this type of policy can be an important component of a
comprehensiverelief strategy (Dreze and Sen, 1989).
The body of experience and evidence on public works schemes offers compelling support for
the beliefthat they can have an importantrole in famine relief. That does not meanthat they will always
be the most cost-effective option; if the interventionis delayed too long then the poorest may be least
fit to work; and under certain conditions forgone incomes and non-wage costs may mean that such
schemes will only dominate informationallyfeasible alternatives if the assets created have sufficient
value to the poor, such as by helpingto preventthe deteriorationof rural infrastructureand other assets
during the famine (Ravallion and Datt, 1995). There have been remarkablyfew rigorous evaluations
of the gains to the poor from specific safety-net interventionsin poor countries.
Recent literaturehas also emphasizedthe limitationsof analyzingrelief policy options in partial
equilibriumterms; an income transfer is often assumed to leave all prices and other sources of income
unchanged. This is unlikely to hold when considering wide-spread transfers of income in market
economies. In distorted economies,transfers can have significant multiplier effects on the incomes of
the poor. For example, in a dualisticeconomywith mobility betweena rural sectorand an urban sector
with unemployment,the multiplier effect from transfers to the rural poor will be large when the wage
elasticity of demand for labor in agriculture is low (Ravallion, 1990b). There appears to be potential
for exploitingsuch general equilibriummultiplier effects in policy design aimed at achieving the most
cost effectiverelief aid. For example,relief work is generallyconfinedto alleviatingpoverty from rural
unemploymentin lean periods. This may reducethe transferbenefit to the poor, once market responses

45
Thoughinterventionin foodmarketswas discouraged,relief works schemeswere prominentin the
"FamineCodes"in BritishIndia(Bhatia,1967;Dreze, 1990). The aim wasto providelocal employmentat a
subsistencewageto all whowantedit. Onthe useof thispolicyin faminesin Africasee Dreze(1990b)and von
Braunet al., (1994, Chapter8). For a surveyof the literatureon theseschemessee Ravallion(1991).
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are considered. Indeed, under this restriction,the policy cannot be expected to achieve the most cost
effectiveaid-in the sense of maximizingthe recipient'stransferbenefit for a given outlayon the policy.

5

Stabilization policies
Public buffer stockshave been a popular stabilizationpolicy. Stocksare raised (lowered) when

aggregatefood availabilityis high (low). The size the stock needed, and hence the cost of the scheme,
will dependon the degree of stabilizationdesiredand how private storage decisions respond (Newbery
and Stiglitz, 1981). By stabilizingprices, such policies reduce incentives for private speculation. And
so private storagewill be displaced. The extent of this will dependon the way foodgrainmarkets work.
At one extreme, buffer stocks will generally be ineffective as price stabilizers in competitive markets
in which agents hold rationalexpectationsof price movements. But plausiblemarket imperfectionsmay
or may not enhance the case for stabilizationthrough a conventionalbuffer-stockpolicy. For example,
the specific informational inefficienciessuggested by the evidence for Bangladesh imply clear limits
to the use of this type of policy due to the potentialfor speculative attack during famines.46 The lesson
is clear: it is crucial that the markets are confident that future food supply is secure.
Trade is another way of doing so. Unrestricted internationaltrade has been advocated as an
alternativefamine relief policy to buffer stocks (Reutlinger,1982; World Bank, 1986). The essence of
the argument is deceptively simple: by raising the local food price, shocks to domestic consumption
opportunities should be at least partly offset by an increase in imports or fall in exports provided that
trade is unrestricted. Here too qualificationsare called for. First, trade can have the opposite effect in
a "slump famine" (Sen, 1981) in which the proximate cause of the famine is an endowment collapse
rather than an increasein the local price of food; then the income effects in the famine-affectedregion
may well entail food export.4 ' Cash relief can help here in preventingfood export (Dreze and Sen, 1989;

46 The usualpolicyof sellingfrombufferstocksat timesof highprices,may fail at sufficiently
low levels
of public storage. Indeed,at timesof high prices, if publicstocksare believedto be so low as to generate
highlyinflatedexpectationsof futurepricesin responseto supplyshocksthena furtherreductionin the public
stockwillbe pricede-stabilizing.The Bangladeshgovernment'seffortsto raisepublicconfidencein its stock
and trade positionduring 1974may wellhavebeen its (albeitunsuccessful)responseto a plausibleform of
informationalinefficiencyin rice markets(Ravallion,1987,Chapter7).
47
The often-quotedexampleof this effect is for BritishIndiaaroundthe tum of this century. External
was a netexporterof foodgrains.However,whileincomeeffects
tradewasunrestricted,and the sub-continent
dampenedthe stabilizingresponseof trade in this period,trade wasstill consumptionstabilizingin its effect
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Sen, 1990). Second, even when trade stabilizes aggregate consumption, it may destabilize the
consumptions of certain sub-groups of the population; the effects of free trade on the interpersonal
distributionof consumptionare also of concern. If (as is common)restrictionson trade are used to keep
domestic food prices below world prices then free trade could well have adverse short-run effects on
distribution. There may well be a significantadjustmentproblem, leading to increased vulnerability of
certain groups in the short-term. Further research is needed on the dynamics of such effects.
An effective but affordable (and hence sustainable) stabilization policy in famine-prone
economieswith poor infrastructurewill probablycombinebuffer stocksand regulatedtrade. Emergency
stocks can be held in key locations,notablywhere vulnerablegroupsare found and transportis a serious
problem. And a relatively open external trade regime should be allowed for foodgrains. This will
probablyrequire regulationthrough stabilizingtrade taxes (ratherthan quantitativerestrictions)to avoid
high domestic exposureto fluctuatingworld prices and it may need to be backed up by a monetary fund
for emergencyfood imports,such as through the IMF's Compensatoryand ContingentFinancingFacility
(Huddleston et al., 1984). None of these policy options come with guarantees. Problems of underfunding, poor management,and lack of integrationwith the early warning system can greatly reducethe
48 Yet there have been successestoo. By combining such stabilization
gains from stabilizationpolicies.

schemes with relief work schemes or other targeted transfers (as discussed above) famines have been
avoided in economies facing the shocks which might otherwisehave spelt disaster.49

6

Trade-offs?
Comprehensivepoverty-reductionstrategiesfor low-incomecountriesrightly emphasizethe role

50 Policy makers may be very willing to forgo
played by social safetynets even in growingeconomies.

(Ravallion,1987,Chapter7).
48

See, for example,Jones' (1994)discussionof Ethiopia'sfoodgrain reservepolicy.

49 Well-documented
recentexamplesincludeMaharashtrain WesternIndiaduring 1970-73,CapeVerde
duringthe 1970s,Kenyaduringthemid-1980s,Zimbabwein the early 1980s,Botswanain both the earlyand
late 1980s(Drezeand Sen, 1989;Dreze,1990a),Ethiopiain 1987(Kloosand Lindtbrn, 1993),andBangladesh
in 1979and 1984(Crow, 1984;Osmani, 1990).

5 See, for example,WorldBank(1990,Chapter6), Liptonand Ravallion(1995),and Binswangerand
Landell-Mills(1995).
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other objectives of development to assure greater security against famines. However, it is far from
obvious that effective policies against famine entail a positive cost to other commonly espoused
objectives of development, including economic growth and environmentalprotection.
The literature on famines reviewed here has suggested that failures of both market and nonmarket institutions lie at the heart of famine causation; so it can be argued that famines can be
amelioratedby longer-termdevelopmentpolicieswhich strengthenthe social and economicinstitutions
(both governmentaland non-governmental)which help protect poor peoplefrom economy-wideshocks.
Evidencein the famines literatureand elsewherealso suggeststhat an effectivesocial safety net
for protecting poor households from severe shocks is consistent with longer-term goals of economic
growth and environmental protection. Arguments that greater current security against famine can
promote growth have come from two main sources. First, it can be argued that credit constraints make
it difficult for survivorsto restoretheir productive assets after the famine, entailing irreversible lasting
damage to livelihoods (Jodha, 1975; Agarwal, 1991; Osmani, 1996). Yet without an adequate safety
net some will be forced into drawingdown their productiveassets. There is some evidencethat famines
have resulted in an increase in wealth inequality, through increased concentration of land ownership
(Khan, 1977;Alamgir, 1980;both on Bangladesh)and livestock in pastoral regions of Africa (Osmani,
1996). Thus, after the famine the economywill have a highernumberof credit-constrained households
who are unable to take up productiveinvestmentsin physicaland humancapital.There is some evidence
from cross-countrystudies that higher initial inequality entails lower subsequent growth rates (see the
Bruno et al., 1995, survey).
Putting these pieces together, it can be conjectured that temporary famines can create more
permanent distributional shifts which entail lower long-term growth rates. By the same reasoning, a
safetynet which can preventthe depletionof productiveassets by poor people will entail a higher longer
term rate of both growth and poverty reduction.
The second source of evidencecomes from normal (non-famine)times in settings like those in
which famines have ocurred. There has been recent compelling evidence from microeconometric
investigationsthat exposureto uninsuredrisk influencespoor peoples' investmentdecisionsand, hence,
prospects of escaping poverty (Rosenzweigand Binswanger, 1993; Rosenzweig and Wolpin, 1993;
Morduch, 1993, 1994; Chaudhuri, 1995). For example, even though expected income may be higher
from a new seed variety, extra exposure to uninsured risk may prevent adoption.
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While the above argumentsand empirical results are suggestive,more research is needed on the
ways in which unisured risks and borrowingconstraintshandicapthe longer-escapefrom poverty.What
we seem to lack most at present is a credible assessment of the likely dynamic gains from safety-net
interventions,so as to better informpublic choices about how much to invest in such policies. Even if
we found no longer-termn
gains, we would still want to prevent famines. However, it is not implauible
that a number of the policies discussed above for achieving better protection for poor people-as part
of a famine relief strategy-will enhance the future prospects of escaping poverty. Whether that
argument is right in practice, and what quantitativegains can be expected from specific interventions,
will of course depend on how effective the specfic interventionsare in protecting poor people, as well
as the extent of the dynamic gains from extra insurance. Further research on this topic could have
important implications for assessmentsof the case for safety-net policies.
There are potential synergieswith otheraspectsof developmentpolicy. Improvedinfrastructure
(both better roads and marketingarrangements) has also been identified as a key factor in the success
stories in reducingvulnerabilityto famines.5 ' Having good rural roads will certainly not guarantee that
the availablefood will get to those in need, or even that it will move in the right direction, but without
them there may be little chance of it doing so. Besides promoting food-market integration, there is
evidence to suggest that improved rural transport allows a diversification of rural income sources,
reducing risk and promoting both farm and non-farm growth.52 A similar comment applies to certain
policies for promoting agricultural and rural development, such as reducing the (direct and indirect)
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Walterand Schofield(1989)arguethat in Englandby the late seventeenthcenturyimprovedfarming
methodsand better spatialintegrationof food marketsdue to improvedtransportand marketinghad resulted
in higherfarmyieldsand more diversifiedfoodproductionin the countryas a whole,and greaterprotection
from localizedandcrop-specificharvestfailures. In partsof continentalEurope,however,progresson all these
frontshad been slower,and vulnerabilityto faminespersisted.
52
On thepositiveeffectsof infrastructureon agriculturaloutputin Indiasee Binswangeret al., (1993).
Dattand Ravallion(1995)findthat statesof Indiawithbetter rural infrastructuresawhigherlonger-termrates
of rural povertyreduction,controllingfor otherdifferencesin initialconditionsand exogenoustime-varying
factors. Alsosee McAlpin(1983)whoarguesmore informallythat the diminishedvulnerabilityto droughts
in Indiaduringthe first20 yearsof this centurywasdue in part to rural infrastructuredevelopment(including
the expansionof the railways).(Thoughalso see the commentsby Appadurai,1984,and Rangasami,1994.)
A not dissimilarstory can be told aboutIndonesianeconomicdevelopmentsincethe 1970s;Indonesiawas
probably as vulnerableto faminesas Bangladeshin the 1960s,but this has changed greatly, and rural
development(particularlyin Java)appearsto havehad an importantrole (Ravallion,1995).
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taxation of agriculture, and certain human resource interventions." There probably will be some
changesin priorities if one aims to prevent famines. But sincepast policies do not appear to have been
growth maximizing, the growth cost of the required change in policies need not even be positive.
What about the environmentalconsequences? It has been argued that vulnerability to famines
is increasedby the lack of well-definedpropertyrights, and the failuresof other means of assuringquasicooperative solutions to the problem of allocating common-propertyresources (Dasgupta and Miler,
1995). In pastoraleconomies,over-grazingcan result,and the open-accessproblemoften also underlies
the process of deforestation. When these processes have continued over a long period, the ecological
system has little resistance. If individual and social coping strategies also fail then the people who
depend on that ecologicalsystem can be extremely vulnerableto even a modest drought. The ensuant
famine can itself entail ecological upheaval; for example, mass migration can have devastating
environmental effects. These arguments suggest that environmental-protectionpolicies can thus be
viewed as complementaryto reducing famine vulnerability in the longer term.
There are a numberof other potential synergiesbetween policiesto protect from extremes such
as famines,and longer-termprogressin other aspectsof development. Some of the more effectivesocial
safety nets for alleviatingpovertyin non-faminetimes evolved out of experience in famines.Examples
include the "EmploymentGuarantee Scheme" in the India state of Maharashtra which evolved out of
the famine relief efforts in the early 1970s, and the targeted food distribution and cash transfers found
in Botswana(Dreze and Sen, 1989). Recent discussionsof disaster-reliefpolicy havealso emphasized
the synergywith longer-termdevelopmentobjectives(see, for example,Andersonand Woodrow,1989).
With limited resources, many sharp trade-offs will undoubtedly be faced in detailed policy
choices. But it shouldnot be presumedthat effectivepolicies for reducingvulnerabilityto famines will
come at a cost to other developmentobjectives. While a strict separationof "relief" and "development"
is clearly untenable,a far deeperunderstandingis still needed of the extent and nature of the synergies.
Public action to prevent famines need not wait for the results of that research. But it is research that
could matter greatly to a proper assessmentof the extent of the world's public resources that should be
devoted to the task.

53
On the taxationof agriculturesee Kruegeret al., (1988). On humanresourcepoliciessee Behrman's
(1990) survey. For more generaldiscussionssee World Bank (1990), Dasgupta(1993), and Liptonand
Ravallion(1995).
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V

Conclusions
Famines have defied simple explanations as well as geographic boundaries. They have

happenedunder both socialist and capitalist economicsystems. They have happened with and without
declines in food supply, and with and without wars or unusual political or social instability. An
objective and holistic view of the determinants of individual survival prospects in economies under
stress offers the greatest hope of both understandingwhy famines happen, and of usefully informing
domestic and internationalpublicaction on how best to avoid or relieve them. That is the main insight
that economic analysis can offer to replace the heavy reliance in the past on often doubtful "singlecause" explanations for famines.
Economicanalysiscan help understandfamines. But economists can also learn from famines.
While they are dramatic events,they can start quite undramatically. Undercertain conditions,the threat
of mass starvation can emerge from seemingly small shocks to an economy, or from a steady--even
slow-decline in average living standards. And similar,even large, shocksin similar settings can have
very different consequences. Marketand non-market(includinggovernmental)institutions which may
work quite adequately,though not perfectly,in normal times can easily turn even a moderate aggregate
shock into a devastatingblow to some poor people.
Famine can thus be viewed as a tragic magnification of normal market and governmental
failures. The nonlinearities,cumulativeeffects,and aperiodicbehavior,that can transform a shock into
mass starvationappear to be intrinsicfeatures of quite nornal economies-rather than peculiar features
of highly distorted or badly damaged economies. They are there always, but normally hidden from
view. And they can surface in any number of ways.
While famines do not lend themselves to easy prediction, there are some common elements.
Entitlementfailure is one. While famines have happenedwith and without crop failures, every famine
appearsto have entaileda collapse in the legal command over food of at least some sub-groups within
society,either through a lossof endowmentor a contractionin the amount of food that can be acquired
from given endowments.
Lookingdeeper intothe causes of entitlementfailure we also see some commonelements albeit
at a more aggregatelevel. Weak social and physical infrastructure,weak unprepared government, and
a relatively closed political regime, all enhance vulnerability to famine. Arguably the same factors
constrain longer-term poverty reduction. Recognizing the contingent nature of the market and
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institutional failures that underlie famines points to implications for both their relief and prevention.
And it is doubtfulthat effectivepoliciesfor preventingfaminescome at any significant,or even positive,
cost in terms of other developmentobjectives.
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